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Most prevalent human diseases (cancer, cardiovascular disease, asthma, neuropsychiatric disorders, diabetes, etc.) are associated with multiple genetic and environmental factors acting jointly rather than independently (1) . With the advent of human genome sequencing and the International HapMap Project (http://hapmap.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/), providing the distribution patterns of single nucleotide polymorphisms across the whole genome, a plethora of genomewide association scans have been conducted, leading to the successful identification of over 100 association signals (2) . In the last few years, huge samples of genotypes from various populations around the world have been collected. These genotype data, which are usually available to the scientific community, can serve as control data in association studies. Using such samples as reference control panels is a tempting solution for reducing costs and has already been implemented in large consortium studies, where the same individuals serve as controls against several sets of cases with different diseases (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . A drawback of this ''universal'' control design is that data on the relevant environmental factors for a specified disease are usually collected only in cases and not in controls, making it difficult to address the question of gene-environment (G 3 E) interaction.
When dealing with G 3 E interaction in genetic studies of complex diseases, 2 complementary strategies can be outlined. The first strategy consists of simultaneously testing for genetic association and G 3 E interaction, arguing that neglecting an existing interaction with an environmental factor may hinder detection of the genetic factor (8). Kraft et al. (9) have shown that, under a wide variety of G 3 E interaction models, such a combined test outperforms a marginal association test in terms of statistical power. However, this strategy requires collecting exposure data on both cases and controls. The second strategy consists of testing for G 3 E interaction alone, arguing that after an initial genome-wide association scan in which genetic effects are considered alone, such an approach would be independent and would identify new genetic variants involved in pure G 3 E interaction (10) . In that context, a logistic regression-based case-control design can model G 3 E interaction explicitly, but it requires full information on genetic and environmental data for both samples. When exposure information is available only for cases, a case-only design can be implemented by regressing the genotype (or allele) counts on the environmental variable (11, 12) . If the gene and the environmental factor are independent at the population level, the case-only design can be more powerful in detecting G 3 E interaction than the case-control design. However, it can only estimate and test for the G 3 E interaction term (not the genetic and environmental main effects), and it is prone to false-positive findings or power loss should a gene-environment correlation exist in the underlying population. Regardless of the choice to test for G 3 E interaction or not, most methods in genetic epidemiology are based on the binomial form of the logistic regression model, where the outcome is binary and the dependent covariates are observed in all subjects. The absence of environmental information in controls makes such methods unfeasible in practice. Development of an alternative approach in such situations would provide new perspectives in the search for G 3 E interaction studies at the genomewide level.
Here we present a novel method based on a multinomial logistic regression model that contrasts both exposed and unexposed case samples with a control sample for which there is no information on the environmental exposure. We evaluate the performance of this approach and compare it with the different genetic-association and G 3 E-interaction tests available under various scenarios of G 3 E interaction.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Disease penetrance model and notations
Let us consider a disease phenotype D, a genetic risk factor G, and an environmental risk factor E. The 3 variables are assumed to be dichotomous, 0 denoting absence and 1 presence of the disease or risk factor. The genetic factor is an autosomal biallelic genetic locus with a susceptibility allele S and population frequency q. Dominant genetic effects are modeled here as in the paper by Kraft et al. (9) . Therefore, the variable G corresponds to having at least 1 copy of the S allele, and the frequency of the susceptibility genotypes becomes f G ¼ q 2 þ 2q(1 -q) under the assumption that genotypes are in Hardy-Weinberg proportions in the population. The independent effect of G is measured by the genotypic odds ratio (OR G ), which is equal to the ratio of the odds of G in cases and controls, all being unexposed:
The independent effect of E is measured by the environmental odds ratio (OR E ), which is equal to the ratio of the odds of E in cases and controls, all being noncarriers of G:
A possible gene-environment correlation is introduced by considering a coefficient h GE , as in the paper by Lindström et al. (13):
The base probability of
The geneenvironment correlation h GE measuring the degree of association between G and E in the population can thus vary between 0 and N. Considering the joint distributions of G and E, the odds ratio associated with the presence of both G and E is measured by OR GE :
In the absence of G 3 E interaction and under a multiplicative model on the odds scale (or an additive model on the log odds scale), OR GE is expected to be equal to the product of OR G and OR E . Using equations 1, 2, and 4, the interaction term OR I measuring the departure from this condition is expressed as
Binomial logistic regression models Different binomial logistic regression approaches are commonly used to test for association or G 3 E interaction. These approaches differ by the amount of exposure information they require and the hypotheses they test for (Table 1) . Here, we first describe 2 methods that test for the G effect only, then 2 methods that test for G 3 E interaction only, and finally 1 method that tests simultaneously for G and G 3 E interaction.
Marginal genetic association test (referred to as marginal-G). When information on E is available in neither cases nor controls, we can only model the marginal effect of G as follows:
The null hypothesis of no association between G and D (b GM ¼ 0) is tested with a 1-df likelihood ratio test (LRT).
Adjusted genetic association test (referred to as adjusted-G). When E is available in both cases and controls, it is possible to adjust on E without accounting for G 3 E interaction. The adjusted model is expressed as
The null hypothesis of no association between G and D (b GA ¼ 0) is tested with a 1-df LRT.
G 3 E interaction test in a case-control design (referred to as case-control-I). Again, when information on E is available in both cases and controls, the full logistic model is expressed as
The null hypothesis of no G 3 E interaction (b ICC ¼ 0) is tested with a 1-df LRT.
G 3 E interaction test in a case-only design (referred to as case-only-I). Piegorsch et al. (12) present this design as a more powerful alternative to test for G 3 E interaction when the 2 factors are independent in the population. The procedure consists of considering exposure the dependent variable on which the genotype is regressed. The corresponding case-only logistic model is expressed as
The G 3 E interaction (b ICO ¼ 0) is tested with a 1-df LRT.
Combined genetic and G 3 E interaction test (referred to as binomial-GI).
Using the full logistic model (equation 8), Kraft et al. (9) suggest jointly testing the association between G and D and the G 3 E interaction with a combined 2-df LRT of the null hypothesis:
This test requires information on E in both cases and controls.
Multinomial logistic regression model
The multinomial logistic regression model is a logistic regression model extended for a nominal outcome variable with more than 2 categories (14, 15) . Widely used in traditional epidemiologic studies, it has recently been shown to be a powerful approach in genetic studies of disease subphenotypes (16) . It is usually used to contrast subcategories of phenotypes against the control group and can therefore be extended to our particular context, where environmental information is not collected in the control group. For that purpose, the D and E dichotomous variables are combined into a single 3-class multinomial variable D M taking on the value of 0 in controls, 1 in unexposed cases, and 2 in exposed cases. The multinomial model can be defined as
with j taking the values 1 and 2. The 2 corresponding logit equations are used simultaneously to estimate the 2 genetic parameters, b G1 and b G2 , that maximize the overall likelihood. The b G1 and b G2 parameters represent the genetic odds ratios in unexposed and exposed cases, respectively, as compared with the whole control group. A combined test (referred to as multinomial-GI) of the genetic association and G 3 E interaction can be carried out by testing the null hypothesis
Computations, simulations, and evaluation criteria
We modeled the disease probability conditional on G and E using a logit function as follows: 
Both genetic effect and logit
where b 0 ¼ log(B/1 -B), with B being the baseline risk of disease (i.e., the probability of disease given G ¼ 0 and
Using Bayes' theorem and equations 1-3, 5, and 11, the expected probabilities of all of the categories of G ¼ i and
where PðD ¼ kj G ¼ i; E ¼ jÞ is derived from equation 11 and PðE ¼ jj G ¼ iÞ is a function of h GE , f E , and f G . The disease prevalence f D was set to 0.1 and, to mimic a reference control panel design, a misclassification bias was considered in controls, assuming that 10% (f D ) of the controls are in fact affected.
We considered values of f G and f E ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 in intervals of 0.2, values of OR G , OR E , and OR I ranging from 0.5 to 2.0 (to 3.0 for OR I ) in intervals of 0.25, and values of h GE ranging from 1.0 to 2.0 in intervals of 0.25. For each set of parameters, 1,000 samples of 500 cases and 500 controls were simulated.
Asymptotic type I error and power were estimated through the use of noncentral v 2 distributions with corresponding degrees of freedom at a nominal type I error rate of 0.01. They were also estimated by means of the proportion of simulated replicates with a P value less than or equal to 0.01. Since both asymptotic and simulation-based results were similar, only asymptotic results are reported. The squared bias, the variance, and the coverage probability (probability that the 95% confidence interval of the estimates contained the theoretical value) of the different parameters were also computed for the simulated data sets.
All computations and simulations were carried out in R (17), and statistical analyses were conducted using the ''logit'' and ''mlogit'' functions of Stata (18). 
RESULTS
For better readability, we present here only the results comparing the multinomial-GI test with the marginal-G, case-only-I, and binomial-GI tests. The comparisons with the 2 other tests are presented in Web Figures 1-4 , which are posted on the Journal's Web site (http://aje.oxfordjournals. org/). A comparison with additive models is presented in Web Figure 5 .
Type I error rates
Type I error rates obtained under the null hypothesis of no G effect and no G 3 E interaction are presented in Figure 1 . In the absence of gene-environment correlation (h GE ¼ 1), all tests have a type I error rate consistent with the nominal value of 0.01. In the presence of correlation (h GE > 1), type I errors of the binomial-GI test remain at the nominal value but those of the case-only-I and multinomial-GI tests are significantly increased, reaching values up to 89.7% and 84.9%, respectively, when Table 1 ). The magnitude of the inflation depends mainly on the value of h GE (the more it deviates from 1, the higher) and the values of f G and f E (with a maximum inflation for values between 0.3 and 0.5). The type I errors of lines (---) .
the marginal-G test are also slightly inflated but do not compare with the inflation of the other 2 methods.
Power in the absence of gene-environment correlation (u GE ¼ 1)
As Figure 2 and Figure 3 show, the multinomial-GI test performs better than or as well as all other tests in the presence of a G 3 E interaction. Compared with the marginal-G test, the multinomial-GI test slightly loses power in the absence of G 3 E interaction, since stratifying the case sample brings little information and increases both the variance of parameters and the degrees of freedom of the test. The difference in power is at most 11.25% when OR G ¼ 1.5 and f G ¼ 0.5. In contrast, in the presence of G 3 E interaction, the gain in power is much higher, particularly for pure interaction effects in the absence of main effects of G and E. In such situations, the multinomial-GI test improves statistical power by 42%.
Compared with the case-only-I test, the multinomial-GI test performs much better when G has a main effect (OR G 6 ¼ 1), with a power gain that can reach 98.4%, and it performs similarly when OR G ¼ 1.
Finally, the most striking point evidenced in Figure 2 is that, over all of the studied models, the multinomial-GI test outperforms the binomial-GI test, with a gain in power of 56% in some situations.
Additional results presented in Web Figure 2 show that adjusting on exposure (adjusted-G) globally decreases power in all situations, except when either the E effect or the G 3 E interaction point in opposite directions than the G effect (see the first line and the first column of Web Figure  2 ), whereas the case-control-I test has the lowest power. Power computations under scenarios including a geneenvironment correlation (h GE > 1) were adjusted for inflated type I error rates by using a corrected threshold instead of the central v 2 threshold. These corrected thresholds were computed using a noncentral v 2 distribution with a noncentrality parameter equal to the value of the test under the corresponding scenario with the same h GE value but with no G and G 3 E interaction effects (null hypothesis).
With increasing values of h GE , an important decrease in power can be observed for the 2 methods that had an inflated type I error (case-only-I and multinomial-GI tests), especially for small G 3 E interactions and under flip-flop scenarios in which OR I < 1 (Figure 4) . Using the power when h GE ¼ 1 as the reference value, Table 2 quantifies variations in power for increasing h GE . For strong G 3 E interaction, all 6 tests have an increase in power when h GE increases, but there is a high power loss for both the multinomial-GI test and the case-only-I test under flip-flop scenarios (OR I < 1).
Similar results are observed with an additive model, with an overall increase in the power of the tests (Web Figure 5 ).
Bias and variance of genetic and G 3 E interaction estimators
The bias, variance, and coverage probability of the different genetic parameters in the absence of gene-environment correlation are shown in Table 3 . The bias associated with the effect of G was measured by taking OR G as the expected value. This is actually not the expected value of log(b G1 ) in the multinomial model, but it truly measures the effect of G in the absence of any other factor. The bias of b G1 is found to be very similar to that of b GCC in the full logistic model and lower than the biases of b GM and b GA in the marginal and adjusted models. The variance of b G1 is lower than that of b GCC but higher than the variances of b GM and b GA , b GM having the lowest variance of all genetic parameters. The coverage probabilities of both b G1 and b GCC confidence intervals are very close to the expected 95% value but decrease with increasing OR G , whereas those of b GM and b GA are lower, particularly for elevated values of OR E and OR I .
A G 3 E interaction coefficient estimator can be derived from the ratio of both parameters of the multinomial model: b G2 /b G1 . This estimator has exactly the same bias, variance, and coverage probability patterns as the parameter derived from the logistic model of the case-only design (b ICO ). Compared with the estimator of the full model using the case-control design (b ICC ), b ICO and b G2 /b G1 have a higher bias and lower coverage probability when OR I increases and a lower variance over all models (Table 4) .
Web Table 2 and Web Table 3 show the same results in the presence of gene-environment correlation (h GE ¼ 1.5).
DISCUSSION
The multinomial logistic regression model is a simple and efficient model for comparing exposed and unexposed cases with controls when the exposure information is available in cases only. It allows a combined test of genetic association and G 3 E interaction, merging together a marginal test of genetic association regardless of exposure and a case-only G 3 E interaction test regardless of the genotype distribution in controls. By combining these 2 designs into a unified approach, we show how it is possible to maintain satisfactory statistical power while fulfilling the 2 concerns of detecting a potential genetic factor and not missing it because it interacts with a particular environmental factor. This is well exemplified by the fact that our approach is similar to or only slightly less powerful than tests of G effect only in the absence of G 3 E interaction and than the case-only-I test in the presence of pure G 3 E interaction (no main G effect)-situations in which these 2 tests are respectively the most powerful. With a better variance and a similar precision, the estimators of the G effect and of the G 3 E interaction of the multinomial model have better coverage probabilities than estimators obtained with methods that account for the exposure status of controls. Interestingly, over all of the G 3 E interaction models explored, the multinomial-GI test outperformed the binomial-GI test proposed by Kraft et al. (9) , which makes use of the environmental statuses of cases and controls. This gain in power is due to the smaller variance of the parameter estimates under the multinomial model. This unexpected result suggests that, as long as independence between G and E holds, exposure information on controls is not mandatory for exploring G and its interaction with E. However, exposure information on controls becomes more important when there is gene-environment correlation in the underlying population. In this situation, such information becomes crucial in order to avoid false-positive detection of G 3 E interactions, as shown by the inflated type I errors of the multinomial-GI and case-only-I tests. The nonrobustness of the case-only design to the presence of gene-environment correlation is well-known in the literature and has sometimes limited its use for detection of G 3 E interaction. However, being aware of this problem, we think the multinomial-GI test is worth considering when exposure information is absent in controls, as is often the case in large-scale genome-wide association scans where a reference control panel is used. One could then either rely on previous studies in the same population to exclude an underlying genetic correlation with the environmental factor being studied or study the association between both factors in a second step in a more specific control group where exposure information is available. This strategy is also discussed in the case-only design literature (19) (20) (21) (22) . It might be even more problematic in the context of genome-wide association scans with a reference control panel, since in that case controls might not be very well matched to the cases, but several methods for selecting the best-matched controls have been proposed in the literature (3, 23) .
Throughout this study, we only explored positively correlated risk factors (h GE > 1). Scenarios in which the G and E factors are negatively correlated but are positively interacting on the disease seem very unlikely. We also concentrated on dominant genetic models, but similar trends with overall lower power values would be expected if one were assuming a recessive genetic model. We also explored flip-flop G 3 E interactions in which the risk genotype becomes protective when the exposure status changes. In this situation, the multinomial-GI test proves to be very interesting while outperforming other methods. Flip-flop interactions are rarely described in real data sets, probably because this is not a common situation, but also perhaps because traditional logistic approaches do not have enough power to detect them. A similar approach to the multinomial-GI test was proposed by Umbach and Weinberg (24) using log-linear models. The relations between the multinomial and loglinear equations are shown in the Web Appendix. The main difference between the log-linear modeling and the logistic modeling resides in the choice of the risk factor estimator, either the relative risk or the odds ratio, respectively (25) . An advantage of the logistic model is the possibility of including continuous covariates in the model.
Easy to implement in most existing statistical packages, the multinomial model is flexible and can also handle diseases categorized into subphenotypes (16) , multinomial environmental exposures, and a combination of the two. As in the standard logistic regression analysis, adjusting on specific covariates such as age, sex, or recruitment category is possible. We believe it could help in improving our understanding and appraisal of G 3 E interactions in genetic association studies, particularly at the genome-wide level, provided that we could select a few ''interesting'' exposures to test for (26) .
